In [1] ".Paivlak introduced a formal model of conflict situations bosnd on three binary relations called the alliance the conflict and the neutrality relation, respectively. This .mathematical modal of conflict situations is somewhat different from that considered in game theory.
If Rjt(x,y) and R^(y,x), then we say that x and y are allied. If RZ(x,y) and Rgiy.x), then we say that x and y are in conflict. If R^ix,?) and Rg(y t x), then we say that x and y are neutral. The relation Rj is called regular iff it is an equivalence relation.
We observe that the full relation Rj!j is regular and the empty relation Rg is not regular.
The relation Rg is called regular iff for ever; x,y,z *X the following conditions are satisfied:
We observe that the empty relation RQ is regular and the full relation Rjj is not regular.
The configuration C • (X,<p) is oalled regular iff relations Rg and RQ are both regular* Otherwise C is oalled nonregular.
If R£ is the empty set« we say that C « (X»<p) is a confliotless configuration, otherwise C is a oonfliot configuration.
Only regular configurations will be considered in the present paper« Mary properties of regular and nonregular con- Dtp is an equivalenae relation on X (R2) <p(x,y)*cp(y,s) -<p(x,s) for every (x,y) e 09 and (y,a) e D<p.
Proof.
It follows from (1), (2) and (3) that RQUR£ « D<p. If the relation RQ satisfies conditions (B1)-(B5), then we have (x,x) e Dtp, and if (x,y) e D<p, then (y,x) e Dtp. Moreover if (x,y) e D<? , and (7,2) e D<p, then (x,z) e Dep.
Henoe condition (R1) is satisfied. Prom this and ftom (2), (3), and (B3)-(B5) it follows that the condition (R2) is also satisfied. Consequently, if the configuration C -(X,<p) is regular, then the conditions (SI) and (R2) hold* Conversely, if the function ? satisfies conditions (R1) and (R2), then by substitution y » z • x we have <p 2 {x,x) * <p(x,x) for every x e X. This and (1) implies that <p(x,x) * 1 for every xeX. Hence, by (2) the condition (B1) is satisfied and R£(X,X) for each x e X. Moreover, by substitution z « x for every (x,y) ç D<p, we have <p(x,y)cp(y,x) • 1. From this and from (1), the condition (B2) as well as the condition! if RJ(x,y), then R£(;,X) for eaoh pair (x,y) e D<p, follow, ftrom (R1), (R2), (2) Suppose that theipe exists an integer j e Z p and two elements x^xge r. such that x^e and Xge B^, where l,keZ n , 1 / k. This and 14) implies that (x^xgj^ Dtp. On the other hand we have(x 1 ,x 2 ) e r^xr^. This and (5) implies, that (x.j,x 2 ) eRjt. Because r£ £ D<p, we have a contradiction. Consequently, r^ s B^ for some ieZ fi , which conoludes the proof.
Lemma 2. For every B if i e Z n , either B i = r^ for some j e Zp or B^ = r^ u r^ for some j,leZ p , j 4 1.
Pro of. From Lemma 1 it follows that for each ieZ" n the sot B^ is the onion of some sets r^,r£,...,r p . Suppose there exists an integer ie Z n such that r^u r^u r^ cB^ where j,l,k e Z , 3^1, 1 4 k, j ¡i k. Let x 1 e r^, x g e ^ and x 3 e r k . This implies (see (4) and (5)) that (x^x^eRg and (x 2 ,x 3 ) e R~. Prom (R2) it follows that (x-j.x^) e r£. By (5) it is not true, because (x 1 e r^xr^, j 4 k. The proof is complete. Let If C « (X,<p) is the regular configuration then the relation RQ is the empty set or a relation of the form (7) or the union of a relations of the form (7) with disjoint domains.
Proof. From Lemma 2 it follows that for each ie Z" . n we have either BjxB^^ £RQ (if B^^ « r^ for some 3 e Z p ) or (4) and (5) we have Kfrj.rj) ÇR", which ooncludes the proof* Corollary 1. For every regular configuration C « (X.cp) we have n < p < 2n, where n and p are the number of all equivalence classes of relations D<p and R^, respectively.
Corollary 2.
For every regular conflict configuration C = (X,cp) where kcZ,. and the sets K(r, ,r, ), }» 1,2,...,k, Z n , h J^ ¿2 " ^ 4 ¡2» sre relations of the form (7) with disjoints domains.
3. A cardinality of sets of some regular configurations Let X denote some fixed set containing exactly m elements, m ^ 2. Since for every regular configuration C = (X,<p), the domain Dtp is an equivalence relation of X (see Theorem 1}, the cardinality of set of all conflictless regular configurations of X is equal to the cardinality of set of all partitions of X, i.e. is equal to Bell's number B . It is known [3] that
where S(m,k), k a i t 2,...,m t is Stirling's number of the second àrder i.e. the number of all partitions of the set X, (card X«m), to k non-empty sabsets.
Let us quote here from [3] some Bell's numbers B m :
B. 
